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A mechanism of communication through plasma sheaths which surround vehicles traveling at 
hypersonic velocities is proposed. The idea is to place a source of an intensive, high frequency 
electromagnetic pump wave on the vehicle and to use the nonlinearity of the medium to create a 
backscattered Stokes wave through the interaction of the pump wave with the signal-carrying wave 
sent by a ground transmitter. Such an interaction will be mediated by the plasma oscillations 
generated in the process of the resonant absorption of the signal-carrying wave. The advantages of 
this mechanism for information transfer are that the high frequency pump wave only is present in 
a small region near the vehicle and that the signal wave can have relatively low frequency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with a plasma 
layer can be both beneficial and detrimental. The reflectivity 
of the plasma layer is used to our advantage in short wave 
broadcasting. On the other hand, the plasma sheaths in the 
vicinity of reentry or other hypersonic velocity vehicles can 
cause severe communication problems because of signal re- 
flection or/and attenuation. There have been many sugges- 
tions to overcome this problem, for example, using high fre- 
quency laser or electron beams as the signal carriers.t*2 
Whereas there are advantages in using certain proposed 
methods, none of them have been found to be cheap to real- 
ize. Among the reasons are the amount of power required at 
the (distant) source and the accuracy required to ensure the 
signal beam intersects the target. The latter is particularly 
important if electron beams are used because of the influence 
of the earth’s magnetic field. Other attempts have focused on 
improving the transmission properties of the plasma sheath 
by modifying it with chemical additives3-57’,2 or strong mag- 
netic fields.6*1.2 These approaches have appeared to be fairly 
effective, although the price of plasma sheath modification is 
also high. A magnetic field requires a heavy and bulky cool- 
ing system. The consumption rate of the chemical additives 
is high because of the supersonic flow, and, in addition, the 
most effective chemicals such as freon are bad for the envi- 
ronment. 

The goal of this paper is to explore novel and potentially 
cost effective alternatives, which take advantage of nonlinear 
properties of the medium, rather than modifying it or using a 
high power ground source. The main idea is to place on 
board the vehicle a transmitter to send an intense high fre- 
quency electromagnetic pump wave to the region of reflec- 
tion of the signal wave. The nonlinear, three-wave interaction 
of the pump wave and the Langmuir oscillations produced in 
the region of the signal reflection will result in the excitation 
of a third wave, called a Stokes wave, which will travel back 
toward the vehicle and carry the message encoded on the 
signal wave with it; see Fig. 1. The nonlinear interaction of 
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an electromagnetic wave with Langmuir oscillations result- 
ing in the excitation of a Stokes electromagnetic wave is 
usually referred to as Raman scattering.7-‘0 

Of course, the signal carried on the Stokes wave has to 
compete with background noise generated by plasma turbu- 
lence. However, Langmuir turbulence will be at the low level 
of the thermal fluctuations, because it does not have any 
source to drive it. We will estimate the effect of the Lang- 
muir noise in Sec. V. On other hand, the low frequency 
acoustic turbulence will be stronger and possibly can modify 
the plasma profile and even reverse the direction of the con- 
centration gradient. Nevertheless, these profile modifications 
will not affect the resonant absorption process if their scales 
are smaller than the plasma resonance width. Moreover, the 
effect of the larger scales of the profile disturbances is to 
change the amplitude of the Stokes wave rather than its fre- 
quency, because the acoustic waves are much lower in fre- 
quency than the Langmuir waves (i.e., the profile distur- 
bances are ‘frozen’). Therefore, to filter out the low 
frequency acoustic noise, one should use a narrow band re- 
ceiver tuned at the Stokes wave frequency. 

Whereas the main aim of the present paper is to study 
stationary Raman scattering process, a sequel paper will de- 
scribe how the nonstationary signal/pump wave interactions 
can give rise to several additional communication channels, 
including stimulating Brillouin scattering and acoustic pulses 
generated by a nonstationary radiative forcing. In that work, 
we will also discuss the use and advantages of a pulsed, 
rather than continuous, signal wave. The presence of several 
parallel and independent channels and the use of signal pulse 
trains greatly reduce the constraints on signal to noise ratio 
for effective communications. A brief preview of this mate- 
rial is given in Sec. V of this paper. 

Raman scattering has been intensively studied in the 
physics of laser generated plasmas. In that context, the pro- 
cess can be considered as a convective instability of the 
pump wave resulting in the excitation of both the electro- 
magnetic Stokes wave and plasmons. The latter cause the 
anomalous heating of plasma electrons.7’9 The threshold 
value of the amplitude of the pump wave E,, for such an 
instability is, according to Rosenbluth’s criterion,” 
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pump wave 

FIG. 1. Raman scattering of a pump wave on Langmuir oscillations induced 
by the signal wave. l--Stokes wave generated in the resonant region 
z==O(q,(O)= wo), 2-Stakes (or anti-Stokes) wave excited in the wave 
region z-zO, ko,a=kp,,,- kr(zo)(o,,,= uprttt o,,). zR is the point of signal 
wave reflection (~a= o,(z,)/cos 9. 

mm0 2 
Ed-F J- koL 

(1) 

where uprn, k,, are the frequency and wave vector of the 
pump wave, e,m are the charge and the mass of electron. For 
supercritical values of E,, , an initial plasma wave perturba- 
tion will be amplified by a factor exp(2rr) and the pump 
wave will be depleted by generating the Stokes and plasma 
waves. However, for our purposes we can operate the pump 
wave at subcritical values and this means that we may dis- 
regard the change in the plasma wave amplitude and con- 
sider it to be of a fixed value determined only by the process 
of the signal wave resonant absorption. From the mathemati- 
cal point of view, this implies that the amplitude of excited 
Stokes wave can be found as a solution of a linear nonho- 
mogeneous equation whose forcing is defined by the ampli- 
tudes of the pump and Langmuir oscillations. 

There are two distinct regions where the plasma oscilla- 
tions give appreciable contribution to Raman scattering, see 
Fig. 1. First the pump wave will interact with the large am- 
plitude plasma oscillations at the resonance layer, at which 
ql- op 3 where the frequency of the signal wave, 

wp~wp(z)= 47re2n(z)/m (2) 

is the plasma frequency in the sheath, n(r) is the plasma 
density profile. Whereas the amplitude in this region is large, 
the wave number spectrum is broad, and only a small reso- 
nant part of the spectrum will contribute significantly to the 
reflected wave. The Raman scattering on the resonant layer is 
considered in Sec. III. Second, the pump wave will interact 
with the outwardly propagating plasma wave produced by 
the resonance layer. Because of the decreasing of plasma 
density this wave will have a slowly varying wave vector, 
and there will be a region in which there is a strong, three- 
wave, resonant interaction between the pump and signal in- 

duced plasma wave. Such interaction will also produce a 
Stokes wave which will return to the vehicle. This process is 
considered in Sec. IV. 

Both processes, the Raman scattering of the pump wave 
on the resonant Langmuir oscillations and the scattering be- 
tween the pump and the traveling plasma wave give the same 
order of magnitude contribution to the Stokes wave excita- 
tion. According to Sets. III and IV the ratio of the amplitudes 
of the Stokes E, wave when it returns to the vehicle and the 
amplitude of the signal wave El is given by the foilowing 
formula: 

For a pump field of alO V/m, a pIasma density decay 
length and sheath thickness of p (m) and signal wave num- 
ber of y (m-l) 

IEsl 2 /jq -+ @ P ( YPr-"3. 

Because of the cube root, the factor ( yp) - l/3 is of order one. 
Therefore the significant factor in the fraction is the strength 
of the pump field and the plasma sheath thickness. If we 
choose the former to be the maximum value for which no 
appreciable further ionization of the plasma occurs, then 
n-1/2. Estimates on the thickness of the layer vary from 
estimates based on the distance of the bow shock from the 
vehicle wall to estimates based on a model for the ambipolar 
diffusion of the plasma through the bow shock. A reasonable 
value for p should be between l/10 and 1, so that the ratio 
is anywhere between 1% to 10%. 

What is remarkable is that the result (3) is independent 
of the pump and plasma frequency as long as the former is 
greater than the latter. There are other nonlinearities that also 
generate Stokes waves which depend on the ratio c+/w,,~, 
but they are smaller than the contribution of the term which 
gives rise to (3) (see the formulas for the general case given 
at the end of Sets. III and IV). The strong dependence of the 
result on the thickness of the plasma sheath is a direct reflec- 
tion of the importance of the thickness of the resonant layer 
or the distance over which the three-wave scattering process 
takes place. The fraction (3) can be also be interpreted as the 
work done by the pump field in moving an electron a dis- 
tance of the plasma sheath thickness in units where mc2 is 
one. Further, nonlinear process is reversible. A message en- 
coded on an outward traveling Stokes wave can be trans- 
ferred to a signal wave at any desired frequency through 
interaction with a pump wave. This fact is briefly discussed 
in the conclusion of this paper, Sec. V. 

II. RESONANT ABSORPTION OF THE SIGNAL WAVE 

To investigate the nonlinear excitation of the Stokes 
wave, one must know the structure of the wave field excited 
by the signal electromagnetic wave. This is the classical and 
well understood problem of the wave propagation and rellec- 
tion of an electromagnetic wave in an inhomogeneous 
plasma layer, usually referred to as resonant absorption.“-‘3 
We will briefly summarize the main results. 
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Let us assume that a plane electromagnetic signal wave 

E,=S(A, exp(ik,,r-io,t)+c.c.), (4) 

with oO=c]ke(,ke= -k,,(sin B,O,cos 0), .?=(O,l,O), propa- 
gates toward a plasma layer with a linear density profile: 

n(z)=no( 1 -z/L). (5) 

The incoming signal wave is reflected at 

z=r?R (6) 

where 

w = OJ~(Z~)/~OS 8. (7) 

However it also generates strong plasma oscillations at the 
value of z (which we take to be z = 0) where 

00=o,(0)=(47re2n0/m)“*. (8) 

The expression for the longitudinal (i.e., z) component 
El(z) of the electric field, corresponding to plasma oscilla- 
tions, is’1*13 

El(z) = - inA sin ehA, exp( - ioot) 

X[Gi(-p)-iAi(-p)]fc.c., (9) 

p=X :+it, 
( 1 

(10) 

ZJ is the frequency of electron collisions, T is the tempera- 
ture, ka , w. ,E, are the wave vector, frequency and the inten- 
sity of the signal wave in vacuum (o. = cko), Gi and Ai are 
Airy functions, and C.C. refers to complex conjugate. 

The absolute value of A measures the fraction of the 
signal wave electric field which reaches the resonant point 
z = 0 (see Ref. 13) and is given by 

A=-Ai’(q)/[l-iqrr*Ai’(q)(Bi’(-q)+i Ai’(-q 
(12) 

where 

q= (k&)2’3 sin*8; 

and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the ar- 
gument. There exists an optimal angle 8 for which the exci- 
tation of Langmuir oscillations is maximal;“-r3 for this 
angle 

qe i , sin* 8-(k&)-2’3/2, ]A]- 4. (13) 

Note, in order that the result does not depend sensitively on 
the angle 8, it is best to choose k. such that k& = 1. In the 
case of cold plasma, 

xv v mc2 113 

---q-+L)2’3 3 + 1, 
P i i 

the expression (9) can be simplified to and the continuity equation for the electron liquid: 

(14) 

El(z)= -imX sin eh4, exp(-io,t) --$ 
[ 

+ ~-~/*p-‘/~ exp -3-p 
‘ 

(2i 3i*+g]+c.c. (15) 

This formula is interesting because it points out that the sig- 
nal induced plasma electric field has one stationary compo- 
nent (corresponding to the first term in the brackets) centered 
at the resonance layer, and one propagating component (the 
second term) whose local wave number is kl= XP”~IL and 
which propagates in the positive z direction away from z = 0, 
see Fig. 1. If condition Eq. (13) is not satisfied we can still 
use formula (15) for qualitative analysis, with collision fre- 
quency v replaced by (see Ref. 11) 

As discussed, the Raman scattering of the pump wave on 
Langmuir oscillations at the resonant layer and wave domain 
are different. Oscillations in the resonant region have large 
amplitude, but broad spectrum in k-space, so that only a 
small part of the spectrum is in resonance with the pump and 
Stokes waves. On other hand, oscillations in the wave region 
are almost monochromatic (with slowly varying wave vec- 
tor), while their amplitude is small in comparison with the 
one in the resonant region. The excitation of the Stokes wave 
by nonlinear interaction of an electromagnetic pump wave 
with the longitudinal plasma oscillations in the resonant 
layer is considered in Sec. II. Section III is devoted to a study 
of the generation of the Stokes wave by the interaction of the 
pump wave and a Langmuir wave with slowly varying in 
space wave vector. Notice, that direct resonant interaction of 
the pump and the signal (electromagnetic) waves is impos- 
sible, because the second derivative of the frequency of elec- 
tromagnetic wave with respect to wave vector is positive.14 

III. REFLECTION OF THE PUMP WAVE FROM THE 
RESONANT LAYER 

Consider a pump electromagnetic wave with electric 
field EPm , wave vector kPm , and frequency mprn propagating 
in the plasma sheath from the direction of the vehicle toward 
the region of resonant absorption and reflection of the signal 
wave. First, suppose for simplicity that the pump wave 
propagates exactly in z direction with a frequency 
*Pm +mw,, see Fig. 1. We will give the expressions for an 
arbitrary angle of pump wave propagation and values of 
uprn comparable to tip at the end of this section. 

The equation for the electric field in the plasma sheath is 

d2E . 
-$+c*VxVxE= -47r $ ) 

where j is the current density, which can be found from the 
equation for electron motion 
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z+div(nv)=O. (18) 

It can be easily shown that the main contributions from the 
nonlinear terms in Eqs. (17) and (18), important in the limit 
Wpm+@)p, come from the product containing the perturba- 
tion in the plasma density ri and the electric field of Lang- 
muir oscillations [the second term on the right-hand side of 
(17)]. Hence, Eqs. (17) and (18) give us the following ex- 
pression for the time derivative of j: 

f3j d 2 

-=--ate n v=z(l+d/n)E. at (19) 

Substituting this expression into Eq. (16) and performing 
Fourier transformation over the z variable, we get 

2^ n .2 n 

$+p $+(CZk2+w~jB~~ 

2 

= -2 n(k,).$p,(k)6(k-kl-ti)dk,dri, 
I cm 

where i,h pm are the Fourier transforms of the electric field 
amplitudes of the scattered and pump waves respectively, 
and n(k) is the Fourier transform of the plasma density as- 
sociated with Langmuir oscillations. In deriving (20) we took 
into account that the profile of the plasma density (and, 
hence, 0;) is linear [see Eq. (5)], and included a small 
amount of damping p in order to identify the correct con- 
tours of integrations in wave-number space. 

Supposing the pump wave to be monochromatic, 

Epm=Apm exp( - ioot+ ik,,z) + c.c., i.e., 

i‘pm(k)=Ap,e-i~~~~‘S(k-k,,)+A~~ei”P~tG(k+kp,), 
(21) 

A,, = const, opln = kpmc, (22) 

and expressing n(k) in terms of longitudinal electric field 
[see Eq. (9)] according to the Gauss theorem: 

n(k)= --& h(k), (23 

one can write the right-hand side of Eq. (20) as follows: 

LI 
X E,( k+ kp,)A~meiWpm’], 

where iI is the Fourier transform of the longitudinal elec- 
tric field (9): 

Using formulas (9) and (4) we can write ,??[ in the following 
form: 

El(k)= -in- sin e(AKd, exp(-ioot) 

-h*%!Yfit* exp(ioot)), 

where sk is the Fourier transform of 
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Therefore, the right-hand side of Eq. (20) is 

(24) 

F sin 8[A~p,(k-k,,)R%k-k Pm exp( - it w0 + ~~~)f) 

* 
+AtA,*,(k+kp,,)A*%_,-,Y_ exp(i(oo+Wp,)t) 

+A~~,Ak+k,,M%,+~ pm exp( - itwo- up&) 

+ATApm(k-kp,)A*%-k+kp, eWi(w0- ~pmb~l. 
(25) 

The solution of Eq. (20) corresponding to the Stokes wave is 
c Es=Ase-iW~t+AsXeiw,t(w,= mpm- WOA (26) 

and the anti-Stokes wave is given by 

~n=Aae-iW@r+A~eiw~‘( w,= wpm+ oo). (271 

Substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (20) we get the foI- 
lowing equations for A, ,A o : 

iw2 $A 
(w~+c2k2-w~-i~,p)A,--~~ 

L dk 

=;(k-k,,)A*icr,,, A:A,,, Pm 
CW 

* 2 

(Wo2i-C2k2-,a-iW~~)A~--~~ 

It is not hard to see that the (inverse) Fourier transforms of 
A,AA, wiI1 be dominated by values of k near k,,k, which 
are zeros of 

w;+c2k2-+iw,p, 

o$fc*k*--&--ico,p, 

namely 

1 
+ k,,, = + - 

C 

Indeed the spread of wave numbers Ik - k,,, 1 which will con- 
tribute is of order (kg)-“*wo/wpm which is assumed to be 
small Therefore, to leading order, we can calculate A,,, by 
neglecting (l/L)(aA,,,/ak) and solving Eqs. (28) and (29) 
algebraically. Furthermore, when damping ,u is introduced, 
the positive zero k,,@ is in the upper half k-plane and the 
negative zero -k,,, is in the lower half plane. 

If we are interested in the region z<O on the vehicle 
side of the resonant layer, the scattered field in coordinate 
space is 

m E,,,(ZJ) = .I- 
&,,,( k,t)exp( ikz)dk, 

-m (31) 

and can be calculated by closing the contour in the lower haIf 
plane. Hence, we will get the main contribution in this case 
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from the domain adjacent to wave vector -k,,, . By solving 
Eqs. (28) and (29) 1 b a ge raically and substituting the values 
A, ,A, obtained in (31), we get the following expressions for 
the Stokes and anti-Stokes electric fields in real space for 
zco: 

2 

Es= -s sin f3A*;“;: pm-kp’*Ap~ 

x exp( - iw,t - ik,z) + c.c., (32) 
b 

27r2e 
E,= ---p sin OA~%-~pm+kaArApm 

X exp( - io,t - ik,z) + c.c., 

where [taking into account CJJ~,,,+CJI~, and Eq. (30)] 

(33) FIG. 2. Geometry of the problem in the case of arbitrary angles of incidence 
C$ and polarization LY of the pump wave. $ is the angle of the scattered 
(Stokes or anti-Stokes) wave propagation. 

k,=kp=y,,,,lc. 

According to Eqs. (32) and (33) the dominant wave number 
in the shape of E/(z,t) is kl=kp,+ks,a=2kp,. Remember- 
ing also that w,,, = up,,, - + o. , one can view the main contri- 
bution as coming from the three-wave interaction. 

4 rr2eL 
A,== sin Bh*Ap,,,A, sin (Y 

sz 
*( * 2 [( l+z)hz 

- 2 sin2 f : k pm pm]2+cos2~[ (hi-( 1 +z) 

Now we have to substitute into Eqs. (32) and (33) the 
value of Zk, [see Eq. (24)] corresponding to the plasma OS- 
cillations at the resonant layer, i.e., to the first term in the 

+ z k,, cos q5 cos( qb+ $) - k,,z 
i 

square brackets of (15): 
X sin Cp sin +- 2 Is,,,, 

2 l/2 

cos (c, I) 7 (37) 

Ek=z H(k)exp( -klL v/oo), (34) where 

where H(k) is the Heaviside function. This means that there 
is no anti-Stokes wave excited at the region z<O in the 
process of scattering on the resonant layer. For the Stokes 
field, on the other hand, we get the following expression: 

2 7reL 
ES=? A* sin 8 exp( - klL vlwo)A:A,, 

X exp( - iw,t - ik,z) + c.c., (35) 

which leads to the estimate (3) if we substitute the value of 
A (13) corresponding to the optimal angle of signal wave 
incidence, and put exp( -k& v/00)-1. 

It is interesting that on the low density side of the plasma 
(i.e., on the side away from the vehicle) there is no Stokes 
wave, while the amplitude of the anti-Stokes wave is of the 
order of w~/o~,,, smaller than the amplitude of backscattered 
Stokes wave (35). This can be explained by the fact that, 
from the resonance conditions, the forward scattering is pro- 
portional to the low-wave-number component of the density 
disturbance, which is about ~~~~~~ times weaker than the 
short-scale density harmonics corresponding to kl= 2k,, . 

Now, for reference, we will write an expression for the 
Stokes wave electric field in the general case, i.e., for values 
of qm comparable to wP ,oo and arbitrary angle of inci- 
dence and polarization of the pump wave (see Fig. 2), 

E,=A, exp( - io,t + ikr) + c.c., (36) 

k,= (W,, &,A, 

k,, = k,, c-4, 

L= h&,-2~oqm)lc-k~y 

is the wave number of the backscattered Stokes wave, and 

Ws= pZ$$ (38) 

is its frequency; 4, CY are the angles of incidence and polar- 
ization of the pump wave (see Fig. 2), q is the angle of 
propagation of the Stokes wave: 

k 
i/f= arctan sy , 

k sz 
kl=(O,O,k,,-k,, z) is th e resonant wave number of Lang- 
muir oscillations. 

IV. RAMAN SCATTERING ON A PLASMA WAVE WITH 
SLOWLY VARYING WAVE VECTOR 

After passing the resonant region, the pump wave propa- 
gates through the domain occupied by the plasma wave [de- 
scribed by the second term in square brackets of Eq. (15)]. 
The wave vector of such plasma wave increases with the 
decrease of plasma concentration, so that, in the vicinity of 
some point zo, the nonlinear interaction of the pump and 
plasma waves becomes resonant (see Fig. 1): 

OS= Wpm- 00, (39) 
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kdzo) = Mzo) - k,,(zo) 

for the Stokes wave, or 

(40) 

Wa=~pm+Wo, 

kdzo) = Wo) - k,,(zo) 
for the anti-Stokes wave. 

(41) 

(42) 

This situation is similar to the problem of the nonlinear 
interaction of waves which are in resonance for a limited 
period of time considered by Ablowitz, Funk, and Newell.” 
The present problem is simpler, however, in a sense that only 
a small fraction of the energy of the pump and plasma waves 
is converted to the Stokes wave and one can disregard the 
change of their amplitude in the process of the nonlinear 
interaction. Therefore, the generation of the Stokes and anti- 
Stokes waves can be again described by the linear (28) and 
(29) with the source terms proportional to the product of 
amplitudes of the pump and plasma waves. The only differ- 
ence is that, instead of Eq. (34), one should use the Fourier 
transform of the second part of the expression (15) corre- 
sponding to a traveling plasma wave. Certainly, the value of 
the plasma frequency should be taken now in the point z. 
determined by the conditions (39) and (40) or (41) and (42). 

To find an expression for the spectrum of plasma wave, 
it is useful first to expand the second part of Eq. (15) in 
powers of the parameter (z - zo)/zo , taking into account that 
the resonant interaction takes place only in a small vicinity 
of the point zo: 

El(z)- - in”*Xp, Ii4 sin BAE, 

i 

2i (Z--to) x exp 3 pif2 + ipi’” ~ 
=o 

+ t py (z-ZOY 7-b i7r/4 + CL, 
ZO 1 

(43) 

where 

p(J = X20/L. (44) 
The Fourier transform of the expression (43) can be easily 
found; as a result we get the following expression for iCk : 

Xk=2ww1’*(i- l)L exp( - i&/*/3 + irr/4+ ik,zo 

- ik;z$; 3’2). (45) 

Note that both Stokes and anti-Stokes backscattered waves 
are excited in this case. Substituting Eq. (45) into Eqs. (32) 
and (33) we get for their electric fields: 

4 rr3’2eL 
ES= -- 

mc 
sin i?A*(l+i)ATA,, 

x exp( ipz”f3 - id4 + iklz, 
. 2 2 -3/2 

+ &zopo - iw,t - iksz) + c.c., (46) 

4 rr3”eL 
E,=- mc2 sin 0A( 1 - i)AdA,, 

X exp( - ipz”13 + ir/4 + iklzo - ikfzipi3”2 

- iw,t - ik,z) + c.c., (47) 

where kt= 2k,, is the value of plasma wave number at the 
region of three-wave resonance. 

Taking into account the dispersion law for plasma waves 

w;=w;+; k; (wP(0)=oo), (48) 

and from formulas (2) and (5) for the plasma frequency and 
the density profile, one can easily find an expression for the 
point z. in terms of k[: 

(49) 

One can see that expressions (46) and (47) give the same 
order of magnitude for the Stokes wave amplitude as in the 
case of scattering on the resonant layer. Substitution of the 
optimal value of A [see (13)J again results in the estimate 
(3). 

Now let us write down expressions for E,,E, for arbi- 
trary angles of incidence and polarization of the pump wave 
and its frequencies comparable to the plasma frequency: 

I 

cm 

(51) 

4 7r3’2eL Es= -- 
mc2k,, sin@A*(l+i)A:A,, exp(ipi”f3 -id4+iklzO+ikrzopo * ’ -3’2-i~,t-ik,r) 

~(sin2a[~~+~jkl-2sin2~~k~~~+cos”u[(k~~~+~~+~k~~cos~~ 

Op sin 4 sin rcI,-- 
2 If2 

xcos(ti+([I,)--1 
*Pm 

$ k,, ~0s es 
Ii 

+ C.C., 

4 9r3/*eL 
Ea=- mc2k sin @A( 1 - i)AfiA,, exp( -ip~‘2/3+i~t4+iklzo-ik~z&~3’2-iiw,t-ikg) 

X[sin2~~[l+$jk~-2 sin2~~k,,]*+cosza[(ki[l+-!$-j+~kpncos~) 

Xcos(qS+$,,)-kkc %sin 4 sin Icr,-% k,, cos Ilr, 
OPm *Pm 

-I- C.C., 
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where 

ka,,=(W a.s y vh,s A 

k a.s y = k,m COG> 

k a.sz= J(w~,~~~wow~~)IC-~~,~~, 

k (23s y += arctan - k ’ n.s .7 
and oP should be taken at the point .zo (49) according to (2) 
and (5). The value of the resonant wave number of Langmuir 
wave is defined as follows: 

k,=k,, cos c$+ Jk;, c~~~~+~w~~w~Ic~+~~/c~, 
(52) 

where the sign ‘+ ’ corresponds to the anti-Stokes wave and 
the sign ‘- ’ to the Stokes wave. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have shown in this paper that the process of the 
Raman scattering of a pump electromagnetic wave on Lang- 
muir oscillations produced by the signal wave can be effec- 
tive as a mechanism of information transfer to the vehicle 
during the reentry ‘blackout’ of radio communications. Of 
course, we have used an idealized model based on a simple 
slab geometry of the plasma sheath and have disregarded all 
the complexity of various physical chemical processes inside 
the sheath. A study taking account for a real plasma sheath 
geometry and possible extra ionization due to the pump elec- 
tromagnetic field is underway, with the aid of computer 
simulations. 

We would like to point out that the process of the exci- 
tation of the Stokes wave is reversible. One can produce a 
plasma wave by the nonlinear interaction of two high fre- 
quency electromagnetic waves.r6’r7 This process will have 
the same amplitude as the process of Stokes wave generation 
by scattering on the plasma wave considered in this paper. 
Further, the excited plasma wave will travel toward the high 
concentration region of the plasma sheath until reaching the 
resonant point w = wP . Afterwards, this plasma wave will be 
reflected and an electromagnetic wave will be emitted. The 
latter process has been shown to have the same amplitude as 
the process of resonant absorption by Hinkel-Lipsker, Fried, 
and Morales.13 The excited electromagnetic wave will have a 
frequency equal to the difference of frequencies of the two 
pump electromagnetic waves. This frequency may be much 
less that the frequencies of the pump waves, and less than the 
maximal plasma frequency of the sheath. Such a process 
may be useful for the sending the signals from reentry ve- 
hicles, because high frequency electromagnetic waves are 
subject to absorption in the atmosphere due to the oxygen 
and water vapor,‘72 and the use of low frequencies may be 
helpful. 

Another mechanism which could be used for sending 
information from the reentry vehicle can be based on the 
Brillouin scattering’* of an electromagnetic wave sent by a 
ground transmitter on the sound wave generated on the ve- 
hicle and carrying the message through the plasma sheath. 
The advantage of this mechanism is that the sound is not as 
sensitive to the changes in the plasma concentration as the 
Langmuir wave, though it is sensitive to the changes in the 
electron temperature. 

Let us briefly discuss sensitivity of the Raman signal to 
the noise generated by the background turbulence. One 
should understand that Langmuir turbulence will be at the 
level of thermal fluctuations which is relatively low. A signal 
wave produced by a ground transmitter with a power of 10 
MW will generate Langmuir oscillations with an electric 
field amplitude some 50 times stronger than the electric field 
of the Langmuir thermal noise at T-l eV. For lower trans- 
mitter powers, the issue of reducing the signal to noise ratio 
may arise. 

In a sequel paper in preparation we have studied: (1) 
Raman scattering by a train of discrete pulses of the signal 
wave; (2) stimulated Brillouin scattering process; (3) acous- 
tic wave generation by a nonstationary radiative forcing as- 
sociated with the pulse trains. Each of these processes can be 
exploited as an independent communication channel in a par- 
allel scheme for information transfer. The more channels of 
communication that are available, the less will be the re- 
quired signal to noise ratio for effective interpretation of the 
signal.” We will analyze also the achievable rate of informa- 
tion transmission via the above mentioned channels (this rate 
depends on the relaxation time of the medium). 

Finally, an experimental study of the nonlinear three- 
wave interactions for the purposes of communication 
through plasma sheaths would be very helpful. In particular, 
the real situation could be modeled in laboratory experiments 
on the interaction of the laser radiation with laser-produced 
plasma using two laser beams with different frequencies for 
the modeling of the signal and pump waves. 
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